Uncashed checks pose HIPAA dilemma
Lingering reimbursements for medical expenses raise escheat and privacy issues.
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VERY FEW companies—or their lawyers or chief financial officers—would expect that the return of uncashed medical reimbursement checks to employees drawn on one of the company’s group health plans would require them to navigate through issues of both state escheat law and the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996) (HIPAA). However, companies must do just that when deciding whether either to turn employees’ uncashed payments over to the applicable state escheat authority or to roll them back into the company’s health plan. To decide this issue, employers must examine both the applicable state escheat law and HIPAA’s extensive privacy regulations.

The place to start the analysis is with state escheat (or unclaimed property) law requirements. Many states have laws known as “escheat”—or abandoned and unclaimed property laws. These laws govern who will ultimately own and control abandoned or unclaimed property, and also require companies holding such property to turn over custody and control of the property to the state escheat authority. After a certain period of time, which is usually defined by state statute, these checks become escheatable (or unclaimed) property, and must be turned over to the state.

Employers must consider state escheat law in deciding what to do with the return of uncashed medical reimbursement checks drawn on one of their group health plans. State escheat law will not allow companies simply to roll these funds back into their health plans. Failure to comply with these requirements will expose companies to penalties and fines. In New York, Pennsylvania and California, for example, noncompliance with their unclaimed property laws may result in fines plus liability for interest computed on the value of the property—with Pennsylvania even going so far as to allow for potential imprisonment of up to 12 months. See N.Y. Aban. Prop. Law, §§ 1316, 1412; Penn. Stat. Ann. tit. 72, §§ 1301.24, 1301.25; Calif. Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1576, 1577.

This analysis, however, is made more complex by HIPAA. True, at first glance, compliance with state escheat law on the issue of uncashed medical reimbursement checks seems fairly straightforward. But HIPAA’s implementing privacy regulations and state law pre-emption draw into question whether companies—in deciding what to do with these checks—can comply with state escheat law without violating HIPAA’s privacy regulations.

One of HIPAA’s main objectives is to assure that individuals’ personal health information is properly protected while allowing for the efficient flow of health information needed to provide high-quality health care. In August 2002, the secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services adopted final privacy regulations under HIPAA governing certain individual health information. Known collectively as the Privacy Rule, 45 C.F.R. Parts 160, 164, these regulations pre-empt any conflicting state law, including state escheat law. The text of the privacy rule is available at http://cfr.law.cornell.edu/cfr (follow directions by filling in “45” for CFR section and “160” for CFR part, when prompted).

The Privacy Rule specifically defines and limits the circumstances in which an individual’s “protected health information” may be used or disclosed by “covered entities”—which includes employer-sponsored group health plans. Protected health information is defined under the Privacy Rule as “individually identifiable health information” transmitted by or maintained in electronic media or any other form or media. 45 C.F.R. 160.103.

The Privacy Rule allows the disclosure of protected health information without a covered entity’s knowledge “for treatment, payment, and healthcare operations activities.” 45 C.F.R. 164.502(a)(1)(ii). “Payment” encompasses transactions for the provision of health plans to obtain premiums, determine or fulfill responsibilities for coverage and provision of benefits, and furnish or obtain reimbursement for health care delivered to an individual, and activities of a health care provider to obtain payment or be reimbursed for the provision of healthcare to an individual. 45 C.F.R. 164.501.

Since medical reimbursement checks effect “payment” for health care delivered to an individual, the protected health information these checks contain can be disclosed to a state escheat authority without violating HIPAA’s Privacy Rule. It is important to remember, though, that HIPAA’s Privacy Rule does not prevent “covered entities” to make reasonable efforts to limit disclosure to the minimum necessary to accomplish the permitted purpose.

Under state escheat law, uncashed medical reimbursement checks to employees should be turned over to the state escheat authority and cannot be rolled back into a company’s health plan, even though these checks contain protected health information. The transfer of such checks over to the state does not violate HIPAA’s Privacy Rule. HIPAA’s Privacy Rule allows the disclosure of protected health information for the “payment” of an individual’s health care, and these reimbursement checks constitute payment under the Privacy Rule. Companies should be careful, however, to minimize the disclosure of such personal information to the extent necessary to comply fairly with the applicable state’s escheat law.

The Privacy Rule limiting their use or disclosure.

Second, companies must determine the extent to which certain protected health information may be used or disclosed. Generally, a covered entity may not use or disclose protected health information, except either as the Privacy Rule permits or requires, or as the individual who is the subject of the information authorizes in writing. The return of uncashed medical reimbursement checks necessarily implies that the company was unable to locate the individual, and therefore cannot obtain written authorization.

Finally, the company must examine the Privacy Rule for permitted uses and disclosures. Section 164.502 of the privacy regulations addresses permitted uses and disclosures of protected health information. 45 C.F.R. 164.502(a)(1). Among the listed permitted uses and disclosures, a covered entity is permitted to use and disclose protected health information, without an individual’s authorization, “for treatment, payment, and healthcare operations activities.” 45 C.F.R. 164.502(a)(1)(ii). “Payment” encompasses transactions for the provision of health plans to obtain premiums, determine or fulfill responsibilities for coverage and provision of benefits, and furnish or obtain reimbursement for health care delivered to an individual, and activities of a health care provider to obtain payment or be reimbursed for the provision of healthcare to an individual. 45 C.F.R. 164.501.

What’s a company to do?

First, companies must evaluate whether these checks carry protected health information of covered employees. Medical reimbursement checks concern “payment for the provision of health care,” and usually include at least the name of the individual who received the health care (often along with additional information such as the individual’s Social Security number and the health care provider). Because such information constitutes protected health information, these checks trigger all of the protections delineated under the Privacy
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